EV (Electro-Voice®) INTRODUCES THE NEW SxA360 COMPACT
POWERED REINFORCEMENT LOUDSPEAKER AT WINTER NAMM
Electro-Voice Comes to Market with Active Version of World Renowned Sx300

ANAHEIM, CA (January 15, 2004): EV (Electro-Voice®) introduces the new
SxA360 compact powered sound reinforcement loudspeaker at this year’s Winter
NAMM, Booth #6778. Building on the world-renowned Sx300 passive loudspeaker,
the Electro-Voice SxA360 sets a new standard for powered loudspeakers. The
SxA360 design provides the user a simple-to-use system with plenty of power in a
very compact package, and at only 36 lbs, the most lightweight and attractive
powered 12-inch loudspeaker on the market.

The SxA360 is a full-range loudspeaker ideal for most applications requiring highquality sound. The SxA360 offers a unique combination of high SPL, natural
frequency response, and dynamic headroom in an extremely lightweight package.
Its linear response provides excellent feedback-free sound without additional
equalization.
Built-in suspension points and pole mount make it easy to position for your
application without expensive accessories.
The high-frequency section of the SxA360 utilizes a molded-in, 65-degree x 65degree constant directivity (CD) horn. This unique pattern contributes to high
intelligibility, vocals sound natural yet “cut through” in reverberant, noisy rooms.
Coverage pattern is uniform, sound quality off-axis is very well maintained, even at
45-degrees off axis (a 90-degree total coverage angle). The SxA360’s highfrequency horn is driven by the DH2T, a two-inch voice coil, wide-bandwidth,
titanium-diaphragm driver using a unique, convex-drive TimePath™ phasing plug
structure (U.S. Patent #4,525,604) for smooth and extended high-frequency
response. The SxA360 ships with a 15 ft. power cord and F200 monitor feet.
(more)
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Compact, Ergonomic Size
Integral Monitor Stand
350W LF Power
150W HF Power
DH2T – two-inch voice coil compression driver
Line Output for Additional Speakers
65-degree x 65-degree Constant Directivity Horn
High Sensitivity, 129 dB Maximum SPL
Dynamic Filters Provide Overload Protection and Linear Response
Molded-in Pole Mount, Easily Suspended
F200 monitor feet included

Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc., a
leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless,
multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for commercial,
professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications markets its products
in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS®, Dynacord®,
Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
For more information, call 1-800-392-3497, or visit www.electrovoice.com.
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